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Abstract {10 12} twin is common in pure hcp metals. In this study, initiation and development of
{10 12} twin in hcp metal was simulated by molecular dynamics (MD) method. Two types of
model crystals were stretched along the y-axis by applying displacement of 0.005a (a is lattice
constant of the basal plane) every 1000 MD steps and relaxed atoms by molecular dynamics method.
€
The Y-boundary of the model was applied fixed boundary condition and the X and the Z-boundary
were free boundary condition. The Lennard-Jones type interatomic potential was employed in this
simulation. In the single crystal, {10 11} pyramidal slip initiated at the crack tip and the pyramidal
slip was stopped at Y-boundary atoms. After that, a {10 12} twin was initiated at a front of the slip.
With increasing external strain, the twin grew with increasing external strain. In the bi-crystal,
{10 10} prismatic slip occurred at the crack tip in Crystal 1 and a-dislocation of the slip stopped at a
€
grain boundary between the Crystal 1 and 2. With increasing applied strain, {10 12} twin was
€
initiated in the Crystal 2 at the grain boundary. From the simulation results, the ‘shuffling’ process
of twin deformation was estimated.
Introduction

€

The principle slip system in hcp metals is basal slip or prismatic slip. These two slip systems have
same slip vector a. When a crystal required strain along c-axis component, other deformation
mechanism such as pyramidal slips and twins must occur to compensate applying strain. Among
the twin systems, {10 12} twin is common twin in pure hcp metals. Therefore, it is important to
investigate deformation mechanism of {10 1 2} twin in detail for understanding deformation
behavior of hcp metals. Bacon et al [1] reported about atomistic structure of twin boundaries
movement by static simulation method. However, their simulation didn’t include twin initiation. In
€
this study, initiation and development of {10 12} twin in hcp metal was simulated by molecular
€
dynamics method.
Calculation method

€
A single crystal model and a bi-crystal model
were employed. Figure 1 shows orientation of
the model crystals used in this study. The X, Y
and Z-axis of the single model crystal were
parallel to [10 1 0], [0001] and [1 2 10],
respectively. Size of the model crystal was
26x100x32 (83,200) atoms. A bi-crystal model
consisted of ‘Crystal 1’ whose orientation of x, y
€
€
and z-axis is [10 1 0], [1 2 10] and [0001],
respectively, and a ‘Crystal 2’ whose orientation
is same as single model crystal. Size of Crystal 1
and
2
were
13x167x21(45,591)
and
€
€
13x103x34(45,526), respectively.

Fig.1 Orientation of model crystals. (a) Single
crystal, and (b) bi-crystal.

A notch parallel to xy-plane was inserted one side of the models to initiate slip deformation.
These model crystals were stretched along the y-axis by applying displacement of 0.005a (a is
lattice constant of the basal plane) every 1,000 MD steps and relaxed atoms by molecular dynamics
method. Y-boundary of the model was applied fixed boundary condition and X and Z-boundary
were free boundary condition. Lennard-Jones type interatomic potential [2] was employed in this
simulation. Lattice parameter a and c are 0.27925nm and 0.47144 nm (c/a =1.63), respectively.
Temperature of the model crystal was set to 293K and time step of numerical integration in MD
was 2x10-16/s.
Results and Discussion
Figure 2 shows a crack tip structure in the single crystal model. A {10 11} pyramidal slip initiated
at the crack tip and the slip was stopped at lower y-boundary, and additional pyramidal slip
occurred (Fig.2(a)). After that, a {10 12} twin was initiated at a front of the first slip. With
increasing external strain, the twin area extended upward (Fig.2(b)). Figure 3 shows atomistic
€
structure of twin interface viewed on (2 110). Crystal orientation of lower half area is different to
original structure (matrix). By€comparing atom position, this structure was estimated as (01 12) twin
€€
€

Fig.2 Crack tip structure in single crystal. (a) First order pyramidal slip occurred
at the crack tip and (b) twin initiated from the lower grain boundary.

Fig. 3 Atomistic structure at twin interface.

and a twin interface would be indicated as solid line in the figure. In this case, the twin interface is
parallel to basal plane of the matrix and moved normal to the interface.
Movement of atoms in twin growth was analyzed and the result is shown in Fig. 4(a). Open
marks and solid marks are indicated before twinning and after twinning, respectively. Arrows in
the figure indicate moving direction of atoms on six (0110) planes of matrix. The atoms moved not
only parallel to (01 12) twin habit plane, normal to the plane. Jaswon et al [3,4] has been proposed
two types of possible ‘shuffling’ mechanism in {10 12} twin. Figure 4(b) is shown the one
mechanism proposed by them. The proposed €
movement of atoms is similar to the simulation result.
Therefore, we concluded that a shuffling mechanism shown in Fig. 4(b) is possible.
€
€

Fig.4 (a) Movement of atoms in {10 12} twin. (b) Possible structure shuffle in {10 12} twin [4].
Figure 5 shows a twin initiation in the bi-crystal model. At first, two (01 10) prismatic slips
€ at a grain boundary
occurred at a crack tip in the€ Crystal 1 and a-dislocations of the slip stopped
between the Crystal 1 and 2. At the grain boundary, to compensate strain by the prismatic slips,
two layer of stacking fault were formed parallel to basal plane in the Crystal 2. However, (1012)
€
twin was initiated in the Crystal 2 from the grain boundary apart from the prismatic slips, as shown
in Fig. 5(a). (10 12) twin nucleated at grain boundary exposing on a surface of the bi-crystal model
and it grew with increasing strain (Fig. 5(b)), however the twin didn’t extend over stacking fault in
€
the Crystal 1.
€

Fig.5 {10 12} twin nucleation from the grain boundary in bi-crystal.

€

In both model crystals, {10 12} twin was initiated at about 0.05 strain of tensile direction.
Westlake et al [5,6] proposed ‘pole mechanism’ for twin nucleation in hcp metals. Applying the
mechanism to {10 12} twin in magnesium. In that mechanism, [0001] dislocation must cross slip
with following reaction:
€
[000 1] -> α [ 101 1]+α [ 101 β]
€

(1)

where, α = -1/16.5 and β = 17.5 in case of c/a =1.63. Atom movement following above pole
mechanism was confirmed in this simulation. In general, α[ 101β] dislocation will be sessile from
€
€ €
€
a view of twinning shear. However, it would be easier to move with the help of tensile stress in
[0001].
Summary

€

The {10 12} twin deformation process in an hcp crystal was investigated by molecular dynamics
simulation using the Lennard- Jones type potential. Results are summarized as follows:
(1) The {10 12} twin nucleates in single crystal and bi-crystal in [0001] tensile.
€(2) The {10 12} twin nucleates at grain boundary at 0.05 strain in [0001] tensile.
(3) Shuffling process during twin growth was proposed.
(4)€The {10 12} twin might be nucleated by a pole mechanism.
€
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